APHON Virtual Networking

The Virtual Networking includes:

- Gamification activity to drive attendees to your landing page
- Networking time to speak with attendees
- Participation in a roundtable discussion session
- Customizable landing page on the virtual event platform
- 1 on 1 text chat with virtual attendees
- 2 Nurse Educator registrations for the roundtable sessions
- 4 Exhibit Representatives Registrations for the exhibit networking

This year, companies will be able to network and engage with virtual attendees during the APHON Annual Conference during two virtual networking sessions on the virtual platform. The networking will take place in a roundtable discussion format. Each networking company representatives will pair with an APHON roundtable discussion moderator to facilitate discussion with a small group of attendees (15 or less) around a specific topic. Over the hour, the attendees will rotate to different virtual roundtable discussions. As a result, networking companies will have multiple opportunities throughout the session to connect with various attendee groups.

The networking companies will have the opportunity to introduce their organization, and if helpful explain their company’s connection to the topic for 1 minute per group. Each company can have up to 2 company representatives in their roundtable.

Also included in the virtual networking fee is a landing page to included content about your organization. The landing page will allow you to track traffic and contact information of attendees that visit the page, as well point virtual attendees to contacts at your organization they can reach out to. On the virtual platform your representatives will also have access to the 1 on 1 chat feature with attendees. The topics should be sent to Allison Whitley awhitley@aphon.org by October 12th to be reviewed are by the Annual Conference Planning Committee who will provide feedback on how to the topic can be related to the attendees. Note topics are first come first serve. The subject of these roundtables is to be educationally focused and should be facilitated by nurse educators.

Open Networking Time

Wednesday, October 27, 2:45 – 3:45 pm MT
Thursday, October 28, 9-10 am MT

Available Slots for Roundtable discussion

You will be able to choose one of the below timeslots to participate in the roundtable session:

- Wednesday, October 27th, 1:30-2:30 pm MT – 7 Slots available
- Thursday October 28th, 8-9 am MT – 7 Slots available